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By use of the commutator method, we study the resolvent estimate at low 
frequencies of acoustic operators -c(x)’ d in perturbed stratified fluids and prove 
the principle of limiting amplitude for such operators. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the spectral problems for acoustic operators -c(x)’ d in per- 
turbed stratified fluids have been studied by several authors [l, 3, 12, 131. 
Under suitable assumptions on the behavior of sound speed c(x) at infinity, 
the absence of eigenvalues and the principle of limiting absorption have 
been proved. The aim of the present work is to prove the principle of 
limiting amplitude for such operators, which has not been discussed in 
detail in the works above. 
We shall formulate the obtained result. The precise formulation requires 
several notations. 
Throughout the present work, we work in the 3-dimensional space R: 
and write the coordinates in Rz as x= (y, z) with PER: and z = 
(219 z2) E Rz. Let A, be the 3-dimensional Laplace operator and let c,(y) > 0 
be the sound speed in the fluid under consideration, which depends only on 
the depth variable y. In particular, we are interested here in the case where 
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c,(y) takes the constant values c- , cO, and c, for ): < -II, 1 y( < h, and 
y > h, h > 0: respectively: 
i 
c for y < -h 
C,‘(Y) = cn for JJ’I < 12 (1.1) 
c . for ~j>h. 
Then the acoustic wave in the stratified fluid is governed by the wave 
equation d’u/dt2 + L,u = 0, where 
L,, = -c,,(L’)~ A,. (1.2) 
On the other hand, the acoustic wave in a perturbed stratified fluid which 
we consider here is also governed by a similar wave equation 
d2uJdt2 + Lu = 0, (1.3) 
where 
L = -c(x)’ A,. (1.4) 
The sound speed c(x) > 0 is assumed to satisfy the following assumptions: 
c(x, .Y) is measurable; (c.0) 
0 CC,, < c(x, y) < c,~ for some c,, and c,~; (c.1) 
c(x)-c&)=O(lxl ’ p), 1x1 -+ x, for some p > 0. (c-2) 
Throughout the entire discussion, the constant p is used with the meaning 
ascribed above and we assume, without loss of generality, that 0 < p < 1. 
The assumption (c.2) means that the perturbation under consideration is of 
short-range class. 
We consider the equation (1.3) in the Hilbert space L2(R:; c(x) ’ dx). 
As is easily seen, the operator L is symmetric in this space and it admit a 
unique self-adjoint realization. We denote by the same notation L this self- 
adjoint realization. Then L is positive (zero is not an eigenvalue) and the 
domain !(L) of L is given by 9(L) = Zf2(R3,), H’(Rz) being the Sobolev 
space of order s over Ri. We also denote by R([; L), Im c # 0, the resolvent 
of L; R(C; L) = (L- 5) ‘. 
Now we summarize the spectral properties of L obtained by the works 
[l, 3, 12, 131 under assumptions (c.O)--(c.2): (i) L has no eigenvalues. (ii) 
The boundary values R(i. + i0; L), i. > 0, of R(i. f itc; L) as K + 0 exist as 
an operator from Lf to L2 z, Z> f, where Lz = L?JRz) is the weithted L2 
space defined by 
L; = L’(R3,; (1 + 1x1 )‘a dx) (1.5) 
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with the norm 
the integration with no domain attached being taken over the whole space. 
(iii) The operator R(A + i0; L) has the local Holder continuity in 2 >O; 
there exists y > 0 such that 
II~(~f~O;~)-R(~~rf:o;~)II.,~,~C~I~-~liY, a>$, (1.6) 
for 1, p E J, J being a compact interval in (0, co), where 11 1 oL ~ B denotes the 
cperator norm when considered as an operator from Lz to Li. Among 
these results, (i) has been proved by Weder [13]. 
We now formulate the main theorem. Consider the Cauchy problem 
a2Ulat2 + LU = exp( - it J;;) J w > 0, (I-7) 
with zero initial conditions ~(0, x) = (&/at)(O, x) = 0. Then we obtain the 
following result on the asymptotic behavior as t + &cc of solution u(t, x) 
to problem (1.7). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let notations be as above. Assume that (c.O)-(c.2) are 
satisfied and that c- #c+. If f is in L:(Rz) with a > 5, then the solution 
u(t, x) to (1.7) behaves like 
u(t, x) = exp( - it A) R(o + i0; L) f+ o(l), t-r &co, 
strongly in LT,(Rz). 
The above theorem implies the validity of the principle of limiting 
amplitude for the acoustic operator L in perturbed stratified fluids. We here 
make a brief comment on the additional assumption c- # c, . This 
assumption is rather technical. In proving the theorem, we have to analyze 
the behavior at low frequencies 0 < ,4 < 1 of resolvents R(i + i0; L) and 
R(A & i0; L,), L, being defined by (1.2). If we write 
with V, = c,,(Y)-~- ci2, we have to study the spectral properties of the 
ordinary differential operator - (d/dy)2 - ;1 V,( y) with 1> 0 small enough. 
If, in particular, 0 < c0 < c _ = c + , then this operator has at least one 
negative eigenvalue for any J, > 0 small enough. This makes it rather 
difficult to study such a behavior at low frequencies of R(;1 f i0; L) and 
R(R 1 i0; L,) and more elaborate argument seems to be required to over- 
come this difficulty. This is the reason why we here avoid the case c_ = c, . 
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WC conclude this section by stating several results related to the main 
theorem. The principle of limiting amplitude has been studied by many 
authors for various types of acoustic operators, including the case of the 
exterior boundary problems. For example, it has been proved by Eidus [IS] 
in the case of two unbounded media and by Tamura [ 111 in the case of 
inhomogeneous media with perturbations slowly decreasing at infinity. For 
other related results, see further the works [2,4, S] and references quoted 
there. 
2. LIMITING AMPLIIUDE PRINCIPLE 
In this section we prove the main theorem. The proof is based on the 
general theorem due to Eidus [4, Chap. 11. According to this result, the 
main theorem follows from the following two properties of the resolvcnt 
R(I. f i0; L): (i) local Holder continuity; (ii) behavior at low frequencies. 
The first property has been already established by (1.6). We shall formulate 
the second property more precisely. 
THEOREM 2.1. Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.1. Then one 
has 
:IR(/? +_ i0; L)II 1 _ + = O(llog i.1 ), i + 0, 
for x > 5. 
Remark. To prove the principle of limiting amplitude, it s&ices to 
show that 
IlR(i.t-iO;L)II., .=O(i -“j 
for some ti, 0 < d< $. The fact that d< 4 is essential. 
WC now prove Theorem 1.1, accepting the above theorem as proved. For 
the proof, we give only a sketch. For details, see Eidus [4]. 
Proqf‘ of Theorem 1.1, We consider the + case only. Let E(i.), A> 0, be 
the spectral resolution associated with L, I, = j:’ i, cfE(1). Then we have 
E’(i.)=(d/di)E(i.)=(2ni) ’ (R(i.+iO; L)- R(i.-iO;L)) 
for i > 0. We extend E’(I) to j. ,< 0 as E’(i) = 0. The solution u( t, x) to 
( 1.7) is represented as u = U, (1, x) - iuz( t, s), where 
u,(t,x)=J {(exp(-it&)-cxp(-irJ))i(i-w)} E’(L)fdi., 
u,(cx)= [ {( t sin JG)/(j. + @)} E’(i.)fdjL. * 
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By Theorem 2.1, the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem proves that 
u,(t, x) = 41), t-+al, 
strongly in L?,. By the Holder continuity in 1 of R(A + i0; L), we have 
R(o -I- i0; L)f= niE’(w)f+ p.v. 1 (A - 0)-l E’(A) f d;l, 
where the integral is taken in the principal value sense. We can also show, 
making use of the local Holder continuity again, that as t -+ co 
p.v. j {exp(-it&)(i--co-‘} E’(A)f dll 
= -niexp(-it&)E’(w)f+o(l) 
strongly in L?,. This yields 
u,=exp(-it&)R(o+iO;L)f+o(l), t-+cc 
strongly in L?, and hence the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
The remaining sections are devoted to proving Theorem 2.1. 
3. REDUCTION TO MAIN LEMMA 
Let co, c+, and h be as in (1.1). For brevity, the constant h is assumed 
to be norr&ized as h = 1 and also we consider only the case 0 <co < 
C-CC, with normalization c + = 1. The other cases can be dealt with 
similarly. Thus, we assume, through the discussion below, that 
To prove Theorem 2.1, it is convenient to work in the usual L* space 
rather than in the original Hilbert space L’(Rz; C’(X)-~ dx). We set 
and define the self-adjoint operator H(1), ,I> 0, acting on the space L* = 
L*(R:), by 
H(A) = -d, - AV(x). 
Then it follows that 
R(I + ilc; L) = Q(A _+ ilc; H(A)) c(x)-‘, (3.1) 
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where 
Q(d + ix; H(i)) = (H(A) - (i L- kc(x)-2))-‘. 




Let Y(X) be as above and let V,(y) be defined by 
V,(y)=c,(y)-~-c~2=crJ(y)-2-l. (3.3) 
Then assumption (c.2) enables us to decompose V(x) as I’= V,(x) I- V,(X) 
in such a way that 
(I+ 1x1) IV,(x) - ~cl(Y)l G 6 (3.4) 
V, has compact support (3.5) 
for 6,O < 5 4 1, small enough, 6 being lixed throughout. We define Hi(A) 
by 
Hi(A) = -A, - /IV,(x) (3.6) 
and Q(A + ilc; H,(d)) by 
Q~~+_~K;H~(IZ))=(H~(~)-(~+_i~c(x)-'))-'. (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the notations be as above. Then one has 
llQ<~+~~;~~(~))ll.~-,=O(/~og~l), 1-0 
uniformly in K, 0 <IC < 1, for CI > 5. 
The above lemma immediately implies (3.2). In fact, by the resolver& 
identity, 
where Id denotes the identity operator. Since I’, is of compact support by 
(3.-S), it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
I-- AV2Q(A i- iic; H,(A)): LZ, 3 Lt 
is invertible for A > 0 small enough. This yields 
uniformly in K, 0 < K < 1. By (3.1), the boundary values Q(A 1: i0; H(A)) of 
Q(A f ire; H(A)) as K -+ 0 exist and hence (3.2) is proved. 
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Thus the proof of Theorem 2.1 is reduced to that of the main lemma 
(Lemma 3.1) and also the proof of this lemma occupies the main body of 
the proof of Theorem 1 .l. 
4. MOURRE'S COMMUTATOR METHOD 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is done by an operator theoretic approach 
based on the commutator method. This method was initiated by 
Mourre [9] to prove the principle of limiting absorption for 3-body 
Schrodinger operators and its application has been extended by many 
authors [6, 7, 10, etc.] to various spectral problems of many-body 
Schrodinger operators. In particular, it has been used by Froese and 
Herbst [6] to prove the absence of positive eigenvalues and Weder [13] 
has used the argument developed by [6] to prove the absence of eigen- 
values for the acoustic operator L in perturbed stratified fluids. We here 
apply this remarkable method to study the behavior of resolvents at low 
frequencies. 
We keep the same notations as in Section 3 and denote by [ , ] the 
commutator elation. Let A be the generator of the dilation unitary group, 
A=(2i) -‘(x~v,+v;x). (4.1) 
The aim of the present section is to prove the following lemma. This lemma 
plays a basic role in proving Lemma 3.1. 
LEMYA 4.1. Let fj. E C “(Rf ), 0 Q fj. < 1, he such that fj. has support in 
(i.i3, 31) and fj. = 1 on [i/2, 211 for i > 0 small enough, and assume that 
la~fj.(s)l <Ckipk for positive integer k. Then there exists a constant c > 0 
independent of i, 0 < l-4 1, such that 
fj.(Hl(i)) iCH,().), A] f;.(H,().)) 2 CJzf;.(H,(;.))* 
in the form sense. 
The above lemma is proved through a series of lemmas. Let V,(y) be 
defined by (3.3) and define the self-adjoint operator H,(i), 1. > 0, acting on 
L*(R:), by 
If,,(%) = -A, - 1 I’&). (4.2) 
Recall the notation x = (y, z), z E R2. We denote by .Fz _ P, p E R* being the 
coordinates dual to z, the Fourier transform with respect o variables z: 
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Then the operator H,(i) is represented as 
I, = i” (h,(i) + ~2) dp d 
by the direct integral, where 
h,(i) = -d2,/dy2 -iv&), i > 0, (4.3 1 
is a self-adjoint operator in L2(R:). Set 
Then, as is easily seen, the operator h,(x) has continuous spectrum of mul- 
tiplicity one on [ -a _ i., 0) and of multiplicity two on [0, x ). By assump- 
tion, O<c,,<c.. Cc,, and hence h,(i,) has no eigenvalues for i. > 0 small 
enough. IfO<cO<c_=c+, then h,(i) has at least one eigenvaiue for any 
A> 0 small enough. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let fi > 4 and let p E ( -a _ i, 0) u (0,4i). Then one has 
Il((h,,(j.)-(~_fiO))-‘lJ,, p 
=O(i~“‘2)+O(~~~~‘~z)+O(~~+u~i.~~ I,‘) 
for i > 0 smull enough, where 1) .‘I ,, _ ,{ denotes the operator norm when 
considered as an operator from Li(Ri.) into L’ &RI). 
We proceed with the argument, accepting the above lemma as proved. 
The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 6. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let,f, he us in Lemma 4.1 and let H,(j.) be defined by (4.2). 
Then there exists a constunt c > 0 independent of‘ i, 0 < i < 1 .w(h that 
.L.(Hdj.)) iCHdj.1, Al f;(H,(i.)) 2 cj,f;.(Ho(i))‘. 
Before going into the proof, we should note that the proof uses the fact 
~cl(Y)=c,(Y)-*-c +’ > 0, which follows from the restriction c0 < c _ < c T . 
In general cases without such a restriction, we define V,(J)) as V, = 
co(v) ’ - crnaZx with c,,, =max(c,, c-, c+), so that V,(y)>O. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. In the proof, we denote by the simplified notation 
I!. II (= I(. /I0 .,“) the operator norm when considered as an operator from 
L2(R:) into Lz(R:). We also use the same notation il .I! to denote the 
operator norm from L2(Ri) into L’(R:,). 
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We begin by calculating the commutator [H,(A), A]. Since 
i[ -A,, A] = -24, and since V,(y) 3 0, as remarked above, we obtain 
Thus, it suffices to prove that 
ll&vzA~))c~cl(Y), Al ‘G.Wo(~))ll =o(l), A+ 0, (4.5) 
for g, E C7(R1) with support in (A/4,41). For A > 0 small enough, 
(ho(l) + 1)-r: L2(Rb) -+ L2(Ri) is bounded, and also the commutator 
[V&J), A] takes the form 
with compactly supported coefficients ujk(~) depending on the variable y 
only. Therefore, for /I > 1, the operator 
wp Mu)+ 11-l [V,(Y), ~lvu)+ 11-l CYX (.Y> = (I+ LJm29 
is bounded uniformly in A > 0 small enough as an operator acting on 
L2(Rz) as well as on L2(Ri). Thus, if it can be shown that 
Il(v>-” (Mu)+ 1) gn(ffo(4)2 (Mu)+ Nv>-~II =4l), i-+0, (4.6) 
then (4.5) follows at once. In fact, (4.6) implies that 
IIg,(~~(~))(~,(~)+~)~~~-~ll=ll~~~-a(~,(~)+~)g,(~~(~))ll=~(l) 
and hence the lemma is proved. 
To prove (4.6), we represent he operator under consideration as 
by the direct integral. Let e(p; A), ,u > -a- A, a- being as in (4.4), denote 
the spectral resolution associated with h,(A). Then 
(Ml) + 1)’ &.(kl(~) + P212 
= f m (~++1)2g~(~++2)2de(~;il). (4.7) --o-l 
By assumption, gA E Cz(Rr) has support in (A/4,42) and hence we may 
assume that the integrand in integral (4.7) is supported in (--a- ;1,4il). 
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We now use Lemma 4.2 to obtain that for p E (-a i., 0) u (0,4i), 
IKYP (w444~;4)(Y) pII 
=O(~~+a_i~~“2)+O(~~)-‘~2)+O(i~~ I”), /I>$. 
as an operator from L*(Rt) into itself. This proves that 
li(y)--fr(h,(%) + 1)’ g,.(h,,(i,)+ p’)’ (.rPBjl = O(i”‘), i + 0, 
uniformly in p E R’ and hence (4.6) follows immediately. Thus the proof is 
complete. QED. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let f; E C,“(R ’ ) be again as in Lemma 4,l and [et 6 > 0, 
0 < 6 < 1, he as in (3.4). Then, for i. > 0 small enough, one has the ,f(d/owing 
stafemenrs: 
(i) ‘1(-d+ 1) ’ [H,(i,)-H,(i.),A](-d+ 1) Ill =60(i), 
(ii) Ilf;(H,(j.))[H,(i~), A](-A + 1). ‘/I = O(n), 
(iii) II{ --A + 1) ’ [Ho(%), A] fj,(H,(%))ll = O(i), 
(iv) l’(H~(j.) + l)(fj.(H,(j-1) -J‘(M,j(%)))II = MI(l), i + 0, 
(VI il(fj..(H~(i))-fj.(H~(i-)))(H~(j~)+ l)II=60(1),i-+O. 
Proof: By definition, 
H,(3.) - H,(i) = %( V,(y) - V,(y)). 
Hence, (i) follows immediately from (3.4). 
Since i[H,(i.), A] takes the form 
with bounded coefficients aTB(x), and since ,1; has support in (L/3, 3i,), 
(ii) can be easily proved. The same argument as above applies to (iii). 
We now prove (iv). We can write the operator under consideration as 
{gj.(H,(j-)I- gi(fJd;-))) + 4 VI - Vo!fj.(Ho(j-)) (4.8 1 
with g;.(s) = (s + l).f;.(s) E Cg’. By (3.4), the second term is of order 
dO(i.), L + 0, and the first term is represented as 
(271) -I:* jm g1(z)(exp(i7H,(%))-exp(i7H0(i.))j J7, 
cc 
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where g;.(r) is the Fourier transformation of gj.: 
ii(T)= (2x)-‘!’ [cxp(isr) g;,(.s)ds. 
d 
As is easily seen, g,(t) satisfies the estimate 
Iffj.(t)i <C%(l +i. 171) 3 
and also we have that 
Ilexp(izH-f,(i)) - exp(irH,,(i:))// = 6 (51 O(R), i. 4 0, 
uniformly in TER’. These estimates how that the first term on (4.8) is of 
order 60(l), I. + 0, and hence (iv) is proved. Statement (v) can bc verified 
in a similar way. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position lo prove Lemma 4.1. 
Proqf of Lemma 4. I. The lemma follows readily from Lemmas 4.3 and 
4.4. In fact. we write 
.L.(H,(j-)) W,W, Alfi(H,(I.)) 
=J;(H,(I)) I’CH,().), A]f,(H,,(i.)) + remainder term. 
Then, by Lemma 4.4 we see that the remainder term is of order &I(>.), 
I. + 0, and hence Lemma 4.3 proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
5. RFSOLVENT ESTIMATES AT Low FREQUENCIES 
In the present section we prove Lemma 3.1 by making use of the 
differential inequality technique developed by Mourrc [9]. 
Proqf qf Lemma 3.1. We prove the lemma for the + case only. The 
proof is very long and is divided into several steps. 
(1) We begin by introducing a smooth non-negative cut-off function 
XE C”(R;?), O,<,Y< 1, with the following properties: (i) x is supported in 
r;;;Ia; 2); (ii) x = 1 for 1x1 < 1. F or c, 0 Q E 4 1, small enough, we define 
I: 
V,(x) = V,(Y) + ,?f=)( V,(x) - Vo(v)) 
and the self-adjoint operator H,(i), 1> 0, acting on f.‘(R:) as 
HE(%) = -A, - iV,(x). 
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There will be no fear of confusing the notation H,(i) with the previous 
ones H,(I) and H,(A). By definition, it follows immediately that V,(x) = 
V,(s) for x, i.vI <c-l, and V,,(x)= Vo(yj for x, 1x1 >2c- I. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let p, 0 < p < I, be as in assumption (c.2). Let A be d&wd 
hi (4.1) and iot A = A v he the 3-dimensional Lap/ace operator. Then. us 
i + 0, one has: 
(ij II(-A+j.j--“2 [H,(i)-H,(E.), A](-At i) “2!j =c”O(l), 
(ii) I,(-A+i.j--“‘[(d/&j V,(,.j,A](-d+i).-‘~‘II =P’ ‘O(j.-‘)7 
(iii) I:(--A+>.) ’ [[H,(j.),A], A](-A+ij ‘1: =E” ‘O(;. I). 
Proof: The proof is done by calculating the commutator or double 
commutator. In particular, we calculate the double commutator 
CCvE1 Al, Al as 
[[:V,:,A1,.41=[[V,-V,,A],A]+[[V,,A],A]. 
If we take account of the fact that 
(1 + Ixl)( V,(x) - V,(x)) = O(E”), r.+o 
and 
(l+Ixl)2(VE(X)-C/O(~~j)=O(E’~ ‘I, E-+0 
uniformly in x E R3, the lemma can be easily verified by a direct calculation. 
We here omit carrying out such a commutator calculation. Q.E.D. 
(2) LEMMA 5.2. Let.f,E C,“(R’j be as in Lemma 4.1. Dc$ne 
M(E; j.) =f,(H,(E.)j i[H,.(i), A] fj.(H,(E.)). 
Then there exists C > 0 independent of E, 0 < E e 1, and A, 0 < i. @ 1, such 
that 
M(c; i) 2 Cjyf;(H,(i.))’ 
in the jbrm sense. 
ProoJ The lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 
5.1(i). QED. 
Remark. The original commutator method initiated by Mourre is 
applied to H,(i.) itself rather than to H,(3.). This requires the additionai 
condition c(x) - c,(y) = 0( 1x1 2j, I x -+ r;. However, we can dispense with 1 
such a restriction by applying the commutator method to H,(i) with 
&-dependent cut-off coefficient. 
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(3) Lemma 5.2 enables us to define the operator G,(E; A): L2(Rf) --f 
L2(R:) by 
G,(E; A) = (Hl(/l)-A- ilcc(x)-2- kM(e; A))-’ 
for K, 0 < K < 1, and E > 0 small enough. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G,(E; A) be as above. Then there exists q, > 0 inde- 
pendent of A, 0 c I < 1, such that 
uniformly in rc,O<rc61, and8,O<E<q,. 
ProoJ The lemma is verified in exactly the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 7.3 in [lo], if we look at the i-dependence carefully, but for 
completeness and for later reference, we here sketch a proof. 
We denote by ( , ) the L2 scalar product in L2(Rz). Let fn E Cr be as 
in Lemma 4.1 and let g, E C”(R’) be defined by g, = 1 -fn. For nota- 
tional brevity, we write f1 and g, forf,(H,(1)) and gA(H1(l)), respectively. 
By Lemma 5.2, 
G,*(2M(s; A)) G, < i(G,* - G,) 
in the form sense, we have 
Ilf~G,II =E-“~ /IG,11”20(12-1’2), Ito. (5.1) 
As is easily seen, IIM(s; n)lj = 0(n) and hence it follows from the resolvent 
identity 
G,(E; A) = G,(O; I){Id + kM(e; A) G,(E; A)} 
that 
IIsiG,lI G CW’ +E llG,II 1. 
This, together with (5.1), yields that 
llG,}l ,<C{A-l +E-~“A--‘~ llGK/11’2) 
for E > 0 small enough. Hence the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 5.4. As L -+ 0, one has: 
(i) !IgiG,(~; jL)ll = 00. ‘1, 
(ii) lig;.G,(c; A.)( -A +i.)‘!‘IJ = 00. -“2), 
(iii) ll( -A + E,)“’ g,G,(c; i.)( -A + ;.)“‘I] = O(l), 
where g, = g ,( H ,(i)), all the order relations are un$xm in 0 < K < 1, and 
0 <c < co, to being as in Lemma 5.3. 
Remark. The same estimates as in the lemma remain true for the 
adjoint operator G,(E; i)* and, as a result, we obtain, for example, 
;IG,(c; j.) g,II = O(i-‘). We use such an immediate consequence without 
further comments throughout the proof. 
Proof: (i) This has been already proved in the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
(ii) To prove (ii), we denote by /n,(c; i.) the norm under considera- 
tion. Then 




( -A + %) G,* = Id + i.(2 + V,) G,* - ~(Kc- ’ + cM(E; i)) G,*. 
If we take account of the relation 
iG,(icL’- ’ + EM(E; j.)) G,* = i(G, - G,*), 
it follows from (i) that m,(s; I.) = 00. ‘j2). 
(iii) This estimate is proved in a way similar to (ii). Denote by 
n,(c; ;.) the norm under consideration. Then we obtain 
n,(c; i.)2 d C( 1 + n,(c; j.)), 
since 
11(--A +j.) 1~2gj~(-A+i)“21~=O(l), i. --t 0. 
This yields estimate (iii). 
(4) We now introduce the new notation X,, /I > 0; 
x,1: 4(x) I-+ <x>. B 4(x), (x) = (1 + Ix12) ‘j2. 
Q.E.D. 
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Let F,(E; A) be defined by 
for 0 < K < 1, and 0 < E < +,, .sO being as in Lemma 5.3. Then we assert that 
Il(a’/d~) F,II < C(1 +E-‘)* llFK;Kl”2+~p-1 lir;;,ll}, 0 < p < 1, (5.2) 
and 
IIFJG; n)ll = Wllog 211, A--+ 0, (5.3) 
uniformly in JC. If the two assertions above are proved, then 
IIF,(O; n)ll = Wllog II 1, 1+ 0 
uniformly in JC, and hence Lemma 3.1 follows at once. 
To prove (5.2), we again write fA and g, for fn(H1(IZ)) and gn(H1(IZ)), 
respectively, and differentiate F,(E; A) in E. Then we have 
where 
Q: = G,g,Cffe(A), AI g,G,, 
Q2,=G,g,CH,(~),Alf,G,, 
Qi = GJXHd~), Al g,G,, 
Q”, = -G,[Hl(l) - /z - im-2 - i&f(E; A), A] G,, 
Qz = i&G,((d/d&) M(E; A)} G,, 
Q: = G,CH,(A) -f&(J), Al G,> 
Q; = -iicG,[c-*, A] G,, 
Qf = -kG,[M(E; A), A] G,. 
(5) We evaluate each term Q’,(.s; A), 1 <j< 8. 
LEMMA 5.5. As 14 0, ‘one has: 
(i) li(-d+il)“*f,G,X,II=~-“~ llF,II’/‘O(l), 
(ii) II(--d+A)1/2G,X,I/ =K-‘I2 IIF,l11/20(l), 
(iii) )I(-A+A)“* g,G,XJ =0(l). 
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Prmfi (i) This estimate is proved in the same way as used to derive 
(5.1). 
(ii) This estimate is also easy to prove. Since 
G,*G,d(C/K)i(G,*-G,) 
in the form sense, we have 
llG,X,I’ =K-‘:~ IIFK)!‘,‘2 O(1): i -+ 0, 
and estimate (ii) follows readily from this. 
(iii) To prove (iii), we use the well-known inequality 
j- Cc-’ I#(x)l’d,u64 j IVqWl’dx, (5.4) 
which implies that 
I!(-A +i) -‘;2Xz!l =0(l), i. -+O, 
and hence (iii) follows from Lemma 5.4, (iii). Q.E.D. 
Remark. The restriction that we work in the 3-dimensional space RS; is 
necessary to the inequality (5.4) only. in the 2-dimensional case, this 
inequality does not hold true. 
We now use Lemma 5.5 to evaluate the norm of X,Q’,X,, 1 <j< 6. 
Since 
,I( -A + j-)- “2 [H,(L), A]( -A + ,i) 1.21! = o(1 ), i. + 0, 
uniformly in E, and since 
'IX,A( -d + Z) '.:211 = O(I), i. + 0, 
by (5.4), we have 
llX,Q’,X,,I <C{l +E- ‘I2 I:F,I;‘iZ), 1 <j<4. 
By Lemma 5.1, (i) and (ii), we also have 
llX,Q:t~) X,II d C{ 1 + cp I IIFJ~NI }, 5 d j < 6. 
To evaluate the norm of X,Q’,X,, we use Lemma 5.5, (ii). We calculate the 
commutator [c-*, A] as 
[c(x) 2, A] = [c(x)-2- c,(y)-‘, A] + [co(y) 2: A]. 
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By assumption (c.2), this takes the form 
[c(x)-*, A] = c i:&](X) 2; 
.II - 81 < I 
with bounded coefficients u,Jx). Therefore, WC have that 
IlJ’&Q:(4 XzII ,<C llF,II < C(1 $1:” -’ II~,(~),l}, O<p<l. 
Thus it remains to evaluate Qz only. To do this we require the new lemma 
below. 
LEMMA 5.6. 
:I[M(c; i.), A]'[ =i?-'0(3,), i. + 0. 
If WC accept this lemma as proved, it then follows that 
IIX,Q:.(&YJ dC(l+?‘-’ IIF,(E)II) 
and hence the first assertion (5.2) is proved. 
(6) We prove Lemma 5.6. The lemma is verified in almost the same 
way as in the proof of Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 in [lo], if we look at the 
dependence on I: and i carefully. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let a > sup V,(x). Let j’,;. E C,“(R’) be a real function such 
that f,j. is supported in (i/3, 31.) and (dlds)k f,;(s) = O(i.’ k), 1. + 0. Then 
II(H,(i) + ai.)- ‘!* [fJH,(i.)), A](H,(I) +a;.) ‘:‘2ll = O(A). 
Proof The proof uses the relation 
[f;;(H*(i)), A] = (2n) -Ii2 jf,,(~)[exp(irH,(i.)), A] d7. 
By assumption, the Fourier transform f,,(r) satisfies the estimate 
Iflj,(T)I d CA3(1 +i. 171) 3 
and also it is easy to see that 
iI(H,G) + ai.) ‘:’ [exp(irH,(i.)), AJ(H,(I.)+ai.)-r/*)1 d C 151. 
These estimates prove the lemma at once. Q.E.D. 
Prorfoj’ Lemma 5.6. We can write fj. =,f,(H,(i)) as 
Ji.=(H,(i.)+ai.)--‘f;,(H,(~))(H,(i.)+ai.) ’ 
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with f,;, as in Lemma 5.7. Since 
I!( --A +;.)I!’ [(H,(i)+ai) -I, A](1 = O(;.C”‘2), 
it follows from Lemma 5.7 that 
!I( -/I + jw)li2 [.f,, A](1 = O(j.1”). 
We set B(c; ;.) = I’[H,(%), A] and calculate [M(I:; ;.), A] as 
1,.&E; J.)[.~J., A] +fi.[B(G j.), Al .1; + C./j.? Al HEi j-)fj.. 
(5.5) 
Then Lemma 5.1, (iii), together with (5.5), implies the desired estimate. 
Q.E.D. 
(7) It remains to prove the second assertion, (5.3). Let J,,EC,“(R’) 
be as before and let H,(i.) be detincd by (4.2). Define 
Md~)=J,(Hd~)) $Ho(j.), Al f;.(ffo(jl)). 
Then Lemma 4.3 enables us to define the operator G~(E; A): L’(Rt) -+ 
L’(R:.) by 
Gjl(c; i) = (H,(1) - i - kc,Jy) ’ - itA4,,(i))m ’
for 0 < K < 1, and 0 Q E d E”. The operator obeys the differential inequality 
(5.2) and has the same properties (Lemma 5.5) as G,(c; ;-). 
LEMMA 5.8. For r > 4, one has 
\( X,GE(O; i.) X, I( = 0( (log i( ), 
unijbrmly in K, 0 -=z K < 1. 
i. -+ 0, 
We proceed with the argument, accepting the lemma above as proved. 
This lemma is proved in Section 6. 
Since Gz(c; i.) obeys the differential inequality (5.2), it follows from 
Lemma 5.8 that 
i(X,GO,(c,; i) X,(\ = O(!log n(), i. -+ 0. (5.6) 
We look at the difference G, - Gz with c: = E,,. This is represented as 
GE(I( V,(x) - V,(J)) - iK(cO(y)-2 -c(x)- 2, - iE(MO(jv) - M(c; j.))} G, 
and hence we have by (5.6) and Lemma 5.5 that 
IIX,(G, - Go,) X,II < C llog RI “* )jF,j! ‘!’ 
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at E = .sO. Thus 
II~~‘,(~o; n)ll G C{llog 4 + Ilog w2 IIF,(.%; W2}. 
This proves (5.3) and the proof of Lemma 3.1 is now complete, although 
Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 5.8 remain unproved. Q.E.D. 
6. ESTIMATES FOR FREE RESOLVENTS 
In this section we prove Lemmas 4.2 and 5.8, which are related to the 
estimates at low frequencies for the resolvent of the unperturbed operator 
L, = -c,(Y)~ A,. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We consider the + case only. The proof is done 
through a tedious but direct calculation, so we give only a sketch. 
Let g,(y, y’; p), (y, y’) E R’ x R’, denote the Green function of the 
operator (&(A) - p - iO)-‘. We assert that if -a _ A< ,U < 0, a_ being as 
in (4.4), then 
g,=0(~-“2)+O((~~~1’2)+O(1~+aa_l(-1’2) 
and i”Orp<4& then 
g, = q-“2) + o(p--‘2), 
(6.1) 
where all the order relations are uniform in (y, y’) E R’ x R’. Clearly, these 
assertions imply the lemma at once. 
We prove (6.1) only. The Green function gA can be explicitly calculated 
as 
i 
w4+ 9 d-l-’ 4+(Y) d-(Y’) 
gA= Wd+, b-)-‘d-(Y)d+(Y’) 
for y>y’ 
for y<y’, 
where d+ is the solution to h,(l) b+ = ,ud+ with the outgoing radiation 
condition at + co, and W(d+ , &-) is the Wronskian for the linearly 
independent solutions 4, and $-. Indeed, d+ takes the form 
ev(-(-pP* (Y- l)), Y> 1, 
A, exp(ibA’2y)+B+ exp(-ibA’*y), IYI < 1, 
C, exp(ibl/*y)+D+ exp(-ib’l’y), Y< -1, 
with bo=p+a,;l>O and b- =p+a-i>O, where 
a,=c&2-cC+2=c;2-1 >a- >0 (6.2) 
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and the coefhcicnts A + , B, , C, , and D, are determined by the matching 
conditions at y = f 1; 4 + (y) must be of C ‘-class. By a tedious but direct 
calculation, we see that these coefficients behave like 
A+ =0(l), B, =0(l), 
C, =0(1)+0(2’:2 Ip+a i! -12), 
DT =O(l)+O(i”” (~*+a j.1-“2). 
On the other hand, 4 _ (J’) also takes a similar form, 
r 
A- exp(-(-l)“‘y)+B exp((-/#.‘*y), y> 1. 
qb (y) = C. exp(ihh’*y) + D cxp( -ih:“‘~), 12’1 < 1, 
cxp( - ib’:‘y), y< -1, 
and the coefficients A _, B , C- ~ and D behave like 
A =O(l)+O(i.‘!* \p\ I,“), 
B = 0( 1) + O(i.“* jp\ -“‘2), 
c =0(l), D .=0(l). 
The Wronskian W(# + , Q _ ) is also easily calculated by making use of the 
values at y = 1 of 4 +(y) and d’?(y). We have 
W(b+>qz. )=2(-p)‘,” B 
and also this value is estimated from below as 
( W(#+ ) f$ )I 3 a’!‘. 
Thus (6.1) is proved. Q.E.D. 
Before going into the proof of Lemma 5.8, we state the estimates for the 
Green function r,(y, y’; fi + in), 0 < K f 1, of the operator (A,(;.) -p - 
iKC,(JJ)-*)- ‘, which can be obtained in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. These estimates play a basic role in proving Lemma 5.8. 
Let a and a,, a,> a- > 0, be defined by (4.4) and (6.2), respectively. 
Then the Green function r,(y, y’; p + ilc) obeys the following estimates 
uniformly in O<K< 1, and (y, y’)eR’ xR’: 
(O(i. ‘.‘*)+O((pl “2), O<p<4i., 
i 
O(~-“‘)+O(I~I-“‘)+O(I~+u i.( ‘I*), 
I’;, = 
-a-i<I-(<O, 
O(i-“2)+O((p+a_ i.( I;*), -u,i.<p< -a 1. 
(6.3) 
Proqf‘of Lemma 5.8. The proof is divided into several steps. 
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(1) Consider the equation 
(Ho(~)-LiKC*(y)-2)U=f 
with feLz(R:), LX> $. By the Fourier transform 9z+P with respect to the 
variables z E R2, this equation can be put into 
(h,(~)+lP12-----~CO(Y)-2)Zi(P, Y)=.h Y). 
We decompose Ri into the following live regions: 
Q,=(P; b12>1); 
Q,= {p; (1 +ql)~< lp12<1}; 
Q,={p;(1+a~)1<lp12<(1+a,);l}; 
52,=(p;~<Jp12<(l+a-)~}; 
Q2, = (Pi IPI <q. 
Let xi, 1~ j < 5, be the characteristic function of Qj. We set J?I ( y, p) = xi p 
and define z+(x), 1 <<j d 5, by 
t+(x) = (2x)-1 J exp(Q .z) tiJ 4~3 P) dp 
with 
zij = (h,(A) + Ip12- /z - im,(y 
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that 
)-‘)-‘J.. 
l”jl --OL G c Ilog lI Ifla (6.4) 
for il > 0 small enough, where ( . ( c( denotes the norm in Li(Rz). 
(2) We first deal with the case p E 0,. If p E Q,, then 
Il(h,(~)+lp12-----ilCC~(y)-2)-111 <C(lp12+1)-’ 
as an operator from L’(R:) into itself. This proves (6.4) for u1 immediately. 
(3) Assume p to be in 52,. Then we have 
II(h#)+ lp12-~-~~c~(y)-2)-111 <C(lp12-(l +a-)A)-‘, 
and hence 
for p sQ2. 
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LEMMA 6.1. One has 
uniformly in p l sZ2. 
Proqf By definition, 
and hence, by the Schwarz inequality, 
for ‘/ > 1. This proves the lemma. 
We now write cy = ,9 + 7 with /I > $ and 7 > 1. Since 
QED. 
!&)I G @I -’ J l&(Y, PII 4, 
we obtain 
lu212 .Q 11 -a (y)-2” (Z) -" lU,(y. i)l'dJ dZ 
4Q,d4Q2$S Ii,(Y, PI P,(Y, 911 & 1 
Hence, by the Schwarz inequality, (6.4) follows from (6.5) and Lemma 6.1. 
(4) We prove (6.4) for the case p E n3. To do this, WC use (6.3) to 
obtain that 
Il(ho(~-) + IpI’-;. - ik-q4y)-2)~m ‘lip- [I 
=O(A -1:2)+0(1 ipI’-(1 +a )il I!‘) 
as an operator from L$(Ri.) into LyP(R1), b > i. 
(6.6) 
LEMMA 6.2. One has 
uniformly in p E Q,. 
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The lemma above can be verified in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.1. As in step (3), we obtain 
Therefore, by (6.6) and Lemma 6.2, 
(6.7) 
This proves (6.4) for the case ~~52~. 
(5) The same argument as in step (4) applies to the cases p ~1(2~ and 
pel2, and we can obtain (6.7). Thus the proof of Lemma 5.8 is now 
complete. Q.E.D. 
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